Abstract-Distribution phasor measurement units (DPMUs) provide power grid operators unprecedented system monitoring opportunities with local-area, synchronized, low latency, and highresolution measurements. All raw angle measurements in DPMUs require a common angle reference for comparison since the phase is likely to be shifted by transformers in distribution network. To obtain a robust reference under conditions of data loss or local oscillation, this letter proposes a definition of system angle reference for DPMU. The effectiveness of this system angle is validated via real measurement data collected by DPMUs.
I. INTRODUCTION
A NGLE measurement from Phasor Measurement Units (PMU) are widely used in power grid applications such as inter-area oscillation analysis [1] and islanding detection [2] . Nowadays, PMUs have been extended from the transmission to distribution level [3] , which brings new challenges for practical angle applications. First, it is more difficult to meaningfully compare angle measurements measured at low voltage level than in transmission level due to involvement of multi-level transformer between transmission and distribution system. Thus most applications for Distribution level PMU (DPMU) leverage the change of angle, instead of the absolute value [4] . Such utilization of angle measurements in different locations requires a common angle reference. Conventionally either angle of an individual DPMU or average angle of all DPMUs is chosen as the angle reference [2] , [5] . However, both of the two methods of choosing angle reference have drawbacks. To address the aforementioned issues, this letter introduces a new definition of angle reference, referred as System Angle Reference (SYAR), for the DPMU. Unlike the AAR and SGAR, the system angle that is based on the real-time frequency measurements can survive from both data loss and local oscillation, which helps to improve the reliability of angle-based applications for DPMU. Definition and calculation steps of the SYAR are given in Section II. The effectiveness of SYAR is validated in Section III via the actual measurements from a wide-area synchronous measurement system at the distribution level FNET/GridEye [3] .
II. DEFINITION OF SYSTEM ANGLE REFERENCE
The phase angle reported by PMUs is the principal value of the signal relative to a cosine wave and time synchronized reference signal Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). It has to be unwrapped to smooth absolute jumps of 2π. The phase angle refers to the angular component of the complex voltage/current signal with the changing rate 2πf , where f is the frequency of the measured signal. The reported phase angle is the angle value at the sampling time. Supposing the reporting rate is a divisor of the normal frequency f 0 , the reported phase angle A T can be derived as
where T is time index, A 0 is the initial phase angle and ΔA is the variation of phase angle from time T 1 to T 2 . The angle variation is the integral of frequency deviation from its normal value according to Eq. 1b. Similarly, SYAR is defined as a timeseries angle whose variation equals to the integral of system frequency deviation from its normal value, as shown in Eq. 2 
where ΔA i is variation of angle measurement of ith DPMU. The time is selected as the reciprocal of reporting rate for angle variation calculation. Eq. 3 shows that the variation of SYAR equals to the average of angle variation of all DPMUs. Since the phase angle is reported discretely, SYAR can be calculated by accumulating its variations, as shown in Eq. 4: 
III. CASE STUDY
Taking advantage of the widespread deployment of Frequency Disturbance Recorder (FDRs) in FNET/GridEye at the distribution level power grid, experiments are carried out to verify effectiveness of SYAR under ambient and event conditions. In the following two cases, ambient case and inter-area oscillation case, angle reference and corresponding relative angle are calculated for inter-area oscillation detection purpose. The performance of the proposed SYAR method is compared with AAR and SGAR, demonstrating robust performance of SYAR. Fig. 1 is a case under regular operating condition. Fig. 1(a) shows one-minute raw data of phase angle from DPMUs at different locations in U.S. Eastern Interconnection. Two DPMUs encountered with data loss issue during 8.5 to 13.5 second and 35 to 39.8 second, and the DPMU in Palm River, FL is located in an area where it has 0.7 Hz local oscillation. Fig. 1(b)-(d) are relative angles of DPMUs with AAR, SGAR and SYAR, respectively.
A. Ambient Case
When the average angle is chosen as the reference (AAR approach), as shown in Fig. 1(b) , it can be observed that the relative angle is discontinuous when data loss occurs. The reason is the average initial angles will not be a constant if missing data occurs. The DPMU with a local oscillation can be distinguished from other DPMUs. With the SGAR approach, supposing the DPMU with a local oscillation happens to be chosen as the reference, the component of local oscillation is improperly mixed into the relative angle of all other DPMUs, as shown in Fig. 1(c) . The inaccurate angle would falsely trigger detectors of inter-area oscillation. Fig. 1(d) shows the relative angle using SYAR approach. It can be seen that the local oscillation signal is properly distinguished, and the missing data does not adversely affect the performance of SYAR. It is reported in Ref. [6] that the SNR of power grid signal at distribution level is from 60 dB and 80 dB. To achieve high angle measurement accuracy at noisy conditional, an analog low-pass filter and a DFT method with a 6-cycle window are applied in each FDR. Thus, there is no noticeable impact of measurement noise on the angle curves. Fig. 2 shows a case with inter-area oscillation happened at UTC, June, 23rd 2017, 12:03, during which the power system in New England oscillated against it in Florida. Fig. 2(a) shows the raw phase angle collected from 10 DPMUs, two of which lost data during 26 to 31 second and 39.5 to 47 second. Angle reference and relative angle are calculated with different approaches for inter-area oscillation detection.
B. Inter-Area Oscillation Case
The AAR approach introduces discontinuities due to data loss, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . For SGAR approach, all DPMUs oscillate with the same phase as shown in Fig. 2(c) , which is inconsistent with the reality. When applying SYAR, angles of DPMUs can be generally divided into two main coherent groups oscillated against with each other, the northeastern Eastern Interconnection (EI) (CT, MA,VT) and southwestern EI (FL, GA, and AL) with around 180°angular oscillation phase difference as shown in Fig. 2(d) . Thus it can be concluded that the SYRA that have better observability of inter-area oscillation than AAR and SGAR.
IV. CONCLUSION
This letter defines a system angle reference for anglebased applications using angle measurements collected at distribution level. Experiments using actual DPMU data demonstrate the effectiveness of this SYRA to provide robust performance under practical issues of data loss and local oscillation.
